CULLEN RESOURCES

Junior casts
a wide net
Using proven players to advance exploration
may bring Cullen Resources the cash flow it
needs to grow. By Chris Cann

A

s a junior explorer in the current
boom, there is huge competition
for ground and expertise, and
with so many newly-floated companies in
the same boat, the difference between a
penny dreadful and a company on the
road to success can be subtle and critical.
With a share price around 3.5c, Cullen
Resources hasn’t exactly been setting the
world on fire in 2005, but it is working
steadily on separating itself from the pack.
In quieter times, Cullen secured
substantial ground holdings using its
small but experienced management team.
It is now entrenched in a growth strategy
using larger or more specialised
companies to take its diversified
exploration projects, mainly in Western
Australia, hopefully to the doorstep of
production.
Cullen exploration director Chris
Ringrose is confident that that strategy

will give his company the best possible
chance of converting at least one of its
projects into cash flow in the not-toodistant future.
Cullen came into being via a backdoor
listing through the Montague corporate
shell in 1997, lead by current joint
managing directors John Horsburgh and
Grahame Hamilton. At that time, the focus
of the company was a number of
prospective gold properties in the
Ashburton region of WA and in the Mt Isa
region of Queensland.
Since then, the company has added
ground holdings in the north-eastern
Goldfields of WA, at Norseman, also in
WA, and the in the Central Lachlan fold
belt of New South Wales.
“Cullen has done a lot of compilation
work, geochemistry, soil sampling and
mapping in these areas to make a solid
database and come up with ideas which

Cullen’s West Australian assets are the focus of promising exploration by majors.
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Cullen Resources exploration director Chris Ringrose:
“You want to be able to find something — to discover
something is just a great buzz,”.

are attractive to potential joint venture
partners,” Ringrose said.
“In a very small company like this, you
can’t really do justice to such big
packages of ground with a small team
and limited amount of cash resources.
“We’ve been successful in developing
joint ventures with a number of either
significant majors or some of the best
exploration companies in our project
areas. So we’ve got more activity on more
tenements at one time. If you’re a small
company trying to do work on all of these
properties yourself, it’s too difficult, you
have to use up too much cash and you
cannot always continue to issue shares to
raise the money to do that.”
The calibre of the joint venture
partners Cullen has snared is a testament
to the quality of its projects, according to
Ringrose.
They include Newmont Australia, BHP
Billiton and Independence Group — and
that’s just in the north-eastern Goldfields.
As such, Cullen has been able to
service each of its interests in that region
with specialised and well-funded
exploration — gold on the Gunbarrel
tenements with Newmont, nickel with
BHP Billiton (also at Gunbarrel) — while
concentrating its own exploration efforts
for gold and nickel on the Wonganoo
tenements.
“In this environment we have
pioneered, to some extent, the separation
of the rights for different metals to
different groups,” Ringrose said.
“Having those two majors exploring for
those commodities in the Gunbarrel
Project is a great outcome for Cullen —
Newmont is a major player with
knowledge of the Yandal belt and has a
presence in the north-eastern Goldfields
with the Jundee mine, and BHP Billiton
obviously has significant knowledge in
the region through its takeover of WMC
Resources and their nickel expertise.”
BHP Billiton will soon be following up
the AK47 nickel prospect it discovered at
RS september/october 2005
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A RAB rig in action on the Gunbarrel project.

out the compact corporate structure
allowed decisions to be made quickly,
which is vital when trying to secure hot
new acreage.
Ringrose also said that having acquired
property in historically prospective and
well-recognised areas, Cullen would look
to attack potential greenfields terrains.
So far, the search for the “next hot
frontier” has led the company to take up
exploration tenements north-west of
Leonora (beyond mapped greenstone
belts) and in central Australia.
Ringrose reiterated the company’s
previously stated policy of commitment
to the discovery through partnership, and
said though the team was small, it was
determined to make the best of a
promising asset base by using its wealth
of “intellectual property” and bank of
industry contacts.
Cullen will probably persist with its
joint venture strategy “in general”, even if
exploration success brought the capital
required to sole-fund a promising
exploration target.
“It (the joint venture strategy)
enhances your chances of making a
discovery because you have more people
doing more drilling, and doing more
advanced exploration because they’ve got
a team of people applied to your project
area,” he said.
“To do those programs simultaneously
on several different projects so that
you’ve got a shorter time frame,
theoretically, from the start of exploration
to discovery — you have to exchange
some equity in that project.”
“However, if we perform by doing that
(joint venturing), there’s no reason to
change — to switch from being the
project generation company to the active
company in the field, you then need to
develop your own team of geologists and
a many-layered structure. If you think you
can do that more efficiently than your
competitors and you’ve got the capacity
in terms of finance, you might, but if not,

you might keep your team small and be
that niche player in terms of project
generation.”
Besides returning value for shareholders,
themselves included, Ringrose said the
team craved success from a professional
point of view.
“You want to be able to find
something — to discover something is
RS
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Gunbarrel, and Newmont has started its
first drill program.
Gunbarrel will receive the most
attention of the Cullen assets over the
remainder of the year.
Newmont will plough 25,000m of RAB
and AC drill holes into the ground during
that period, and BHP Billiton is planning
38 RC holes and about 75km of surface
TEM surveying. The Independence Group
has completed ground EM at Irwin Bore,
just to the south of the Gunbarrel joint
venture properties, and plans to start
drilling in the near term.
At Cullen’s longest serving projects in
the Ashburton Region of WA, some of
Cullen’s tenements just south of Nustar’s
Paulsens gold mine are the subject of a
joint venture with Nustar, with a goal to
treat any potential discovery with existing
infrastructure. Nustar started work on the
joint venture with Cullen in April and
though there has not been any drilling to
date, further “focused work by Nustar is
expected”.
The Ashburton project area is also
home to an iron ore joint venture with
Aquila, a company that has negotiated its
way into a number of joint ventures in the
west Pilbara region with a goal of “having
a serious look at defining and exploiting
iron ore”, according to Ringrose.
The final dimension of Ashburton is a
uranium play, focused on three recent
tenement applications in an area to the
south-east of Paraburdoo, which will
further diversify the company’s interests.
“We’ve picked up open ground in
positions which look prospective for
uranium. We will determine from
compilation of previous data and field
reconnaissance whether that’s a good
place to be for uranium, and then — after
early exploration ourselves — try to
attract a partner.”
At Norseman, the third WA region of
interest to Cullen, the company has
retained the right to explore the Killaloe
project for gold. Nickel exploration rights
have been relinquished to Nickel
Australia, a significant base metal
explorer in the region, and therefore “the
logical partner”.
Cullen has agreed to sell its group of
NSW gold tenements in the Central
Lachlan fold belt to a proposed IPO called
Mantle Mining Corporation. The sale
agreement is for $850,000 worth of
shares.
In Queensland, it is involved in a joint
venture with Minotaur Resources over its
copper-gold Duchess project.
With all of its prospective ground
managed by reputable companies, the key
for Cullen now, according to Ringrose, is
to find new ground to add to its portfolio.
Though suffering the obvious shortfalls
of being a small company — Ringrose is
part of a two-man team at the South
Perth office, with the two other directors
stationed in Sydney — Ringrose pointed
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